Future lies in creativity: CM

State can be competitive by emulating developed nations that generate ideas for sale to the world, saysTaib
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By Churchill Edward
KOTA SAMARAHAN: Creative
industries have the potential to
diversify the rural economyandtackle
fresh
social exclusion
with
opportunities for innovation, new
enterprises,
employment
and
training.
Among these potentials are
expansionof rural tourism using arts
and culture to develop new
audiences,said Chief Minister Pehin
Sri Abdul Taib Mahmud.
Others may include conversion of
redundant colonial buildings into art
education
spaces, community
facilities and incubators for new
enterprises; engaging the nr-.
generation through digital me, c..
projects and training; and offer
lifelong
learns
for
opportunities
to everyone, he said.
Housing Minister Dato Sri Abaiig
Johari Tun Openg, who represented
him, readout hisspeechwhenlounL11
Ing Universiti Sarawak Malaysia's
`SecondInternational Confarencv,
Applied and CreativeArta 2008'(2 i
ICACA200$)at its campusyesterd.
"Considering applied and crest
arts as industries, their vibrau,
contributes directly to our econon:
successby providing jobs in a wide
range of areas, from theatres to
design and communication firms.
They alsostimulate the creativity of
our people and enhance the quality
of our workforce, " he said.
He believed the positive impact of
the 2nd ICACA 2008 would reveal
the strengths and weaknessesof local
ethnic arts in terms of range, quality
and marketability.
Tapping into cultural traditions
o( craft production to support
regional economic development had
various implications, he said.
It could be an option for people to
paintain existing and traditional
*ays of life while securing better
livelihood
through links with
elternal markets. However, craft
production could be precarious in
the rapidly ciapging global markets,
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PROMOTING CREATIVE ARTS: Johari (second right) signs a poster to mark the launch of'Unimas 2nd ICACA 2008' while (from left) organising
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which could pressure craft-making
toward mass production and even
he
labour
arrangements,
exploitative
pointed out.
Yet in some cases, it might be
possibleto generateincome through
certain craft forms such as weaving,
painting, ceramics, metal work and
woodwork, amongother things,while
continuing to use them as artistic
expressions that reflect aspects of
individual and group identity.
Artists, craft makers and related
people were a growing part of the

Since
they worked
workforce.
rural
at home, they were part of the
daytime workforce especiallyvalued
in areas where commuters
dominated, he said.
In the globalised world, people's
future lay in their ability to create.
This meant that societies need to
he
capital,
their
creative
strengthen
stressed.
A new playing field was emerging
for innovation in the knowledgebased society where economic,
technological, social and cultural

trends meet and interact, he said
when outlining several impacts that
arts had on the economy and quality
of life. Today, he said, cities around
the world were competing to attract
new businessesaswell asthe nation's
brightest young professiona.'s.
"As arts flourish, sowill creativity
and innovation - the fuel :hat drives
our global economy. Liternational
studies show that the winners will
be communities that offer an
abundance of opportunities in arts
and culture. Hai ing a rich tradition

in the arts is not old fashion It is a
cutting edge. American cities, for
example, are finally realising the
economic impact that arts have on
the economy and quality of life. "

He said economic prosperity for
advanced, developed nations would
depend not so much on people's
ability to make things, but more on
the ability to generate ideas that could
be sold to the world.
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means that originality and
entrepreneurship will be increasingly
prized, " he said.
For instance, Singapore has no
natural resources and does not even
have enough water for its own use,
but the wealth of the tiny islandstate is generated primarily through
its labour power and functioned
within the global economic system,
he said.
"The creative economy depends
less on natural resources and more
on labour, services and brain power.
Making money from music, movies,
concerts, fashion, computer games,
advertising
services and other
creative products is highly attractive
for
natural
resource-scarce
Singapore, " he said.
For the development of creative
economics and entrepreneurship in
Sarawak, Taib recommended that
be identified
cultural traditions
(documented)
and conserved
through field work; artists and
creative workers be engaged in
planning; and effective community
coalitions and effective marketing
built up.
"If creative enterprises are aimed
at tourists then the projects must be
Experienced
well-marketed.
cultural planners will say: know
yourself, know your product, know
your audience and know your
marketing tools, " he said, adding
that the State's future competitive
advantage depended on its creativity
and innovation.

"Globally, we observe a war for

talent. Ireland and the Nordic
have been extremely
countries
successful in attracting and retaining
the world's best brains. Singapore is
in transition
from
industrial
manufacturing-based
economy to
is knowledge
and
one that
innovation-based.
Quality human
capital is increasingly an important
source of value creation. We also
observe increased competition from
emerging economies like China, " he
said.

The ICACA is more likely to
generate creative thinking and
positive work ethics, teamwork and
process-orientedcapabilities aswell
as high productivity and quality.
Organising chairman Associate
Professor Dr Khairul Aidil Azan Abd
Rahman, Unimas Deputy
vice
Affairs
chancellor
of Student
Professor Dr Khairuddin
Abdul
Hamid, deputy vice chancellor of
Research and Innovation Professor
Dr Murtedza Muhammed, deputy
vice chancellor of Academic and
Professor Dr
Internationalisation
Mohd Azib Salleh and Dean of
Faculty of Applied and Creative Arts
Associate Professor Mohd Fadzil
Abdul Rahman, and Malaysia Design
Council senior officer, Azali Abd
Rahim, were among those present at
the function.

The two-day conference was
organised by Unimas' Faculty of
Applied and Creative Arts, cosponsored by Petronas and
supported by Malaysia Design
Council.

